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Development of Reading and writing skills

Improving 

academic 

language 

through 

fluency in 

scientific 

language

Identify activities 

aimed at 

improving 

students' 

language skills

Teach students to 

use academic 

terminology

Development of 

foreign language 

skills through the 

use of various 

types of resources
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Written
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English

Dictionaries



Example:

 When completing a task to 

determine the path to each 

type of vitamin, the 

student applies all the new 

words used in this topic.

 This contributes to the 

development of new 

knowledge.

Development of Reading and writing skills



The teacher’s manual provides:

 mission objective

 relevance and implementation methods

 examples of possible answers

 possible ways to transform and change the job

 ways to implement differentiation

 assessment recommendations

Development of Reading and writing skills



Development of communicative  skills critical thinking

 Critical thinking

 Scientific literacy development

 The use of knowledge in life

 Finding a solution in case of change

 Communication skills development



Settlement

Graphic 
Information 

Analysis

Application 
of formulas

Plotting

Table 
building

Applying 
Units of 

mesearuments

Development of math skills



Example:  

Graphic task 7 should be provided for students who can use tables 

with only two variables. And in high school, you can enter several 

controlled variables

Development of math skills



Example: 

on this task you need to analyze the schedule. Students explain the 

process using information from the graph

Development of math skills



Example:

In this task, a mathematical calculation is required to evaluate the 

biological system.

Development of math skills



 Conducting experiments

 Hypothesis

 Testing theory in practice

 Scientific literacy

Development of scientific and practical skills



 Ability to apply acquired knowledge in life

 Critical Thinking

 Ability to find a solution to a problem

 Communication skills improvement

Development of application skills of Knowledge 



The hypothesis of extraction

Exploitation of welders

Select source resources

Highlighting the necessary information

Work planning

Data collection

Data processing

Discussion

Conclusion

Developing research skills



Developing research skills

The teacher’s manual provides:

• Work on the job

• The examples are good methods

• Resource




